
The rising well
Abundance 

Academy
A 90-day mentorship for heart-centered 
creatives, entrepreneurs & professionals

ready to breakthrough 
emotional blocks, elevate their energy,

income and impact. 

set yourself free



What if... 
What if you could LEAD YOUR LIFE AND WORK feeling crystal CLEAR, CONFIDENT and ON PURPOSE.  

 
What if you knew what to do (and not to do) to support your CRYSTAL CLEAR VISION AND UNSHAKABLE CONFIDENCE?

 
What if you were equipped with DEEP EMOTIONAL LITERACY and a SENSE OF MASTERY over your internal landscape leaving you 

STEADY, EMPOWERED, CONNECTED to your intuitive abundant self? 
 

What if you understood how to work the keys of your energy system to ACCELERATE THE REALITY OF ABUNDANCE 
in your life, work and relationships? 

 
What if you were creating more effective offerings, charging what you are worth and HEALED YOUR MONEY MINDSET?

 
What if you could step into TRUE TRUST with yourself and 

SILENCE THE INNER CRITIC that limits your abundant flow ONCE AND FOR ALL? 
 

To truly SET YOURSELF FREE, you need a NEXT LEVEL MASTERY OF YOUR ENERGY & EMOTIONS and beyond all doubt 
YOU MUST BELIEVE IN YOURSELF. 

 
We work in quantum shifts in The Rising Wellpreneur Abundance Academy 

and know that the abundance is already out there and in you. 
The internal shifts are where the magic truly happens to MOVE THE NEEDLE FORWARD in your life. 

 



Here's the problem
 There is phenomena out there amongst my fellow heart-centered healer, teacher and practitioner communities: 

a tendency toward deprivation and self-sacrifice of money and time, which leads to lack of joy, 
freedom, choices and self-esteem.  

We are plagued by a negativity bias in society that reinforces the deprivation and self-limiting beliefs. 

I see yoga teachers and other wellness professionals under charging, under earning and 
not working with their energy and time efficiently.   

(It is a new day and age.  Success (INTERNAL FREEDOM) 
requires a new level of understanding, being and implementation.)

They have a vast well of knowledge, gifts and skills to share with the world but 
are held back by sabotaging thoughts and deep subconscious programming that keep them from stepping more 

fully into sharing their light. 
  

Too much focus on HOW trips them up, when what they really need is a deeper connection to the inner work.  
This requires a new understanding of emotions, energy and and how to truly embody 

DOING LESS AND EXPERIENCING BETTER in their lives.  
They know they are meant for more, but need guidance in expanding into that next level to 

truly ALLOW and CREATE ABUNDANCE and FLOW.   



“An abundance
mentality springs
from internal
security, not from
external rankings,
comparisons,
opinions,
possessions, or
associations.”

Stephen Covey



Hi, I'm Emily.  Founder of The Rising Well Abundance Academy!  

I spent 13 years as a map-making Geographer until I became fascinated with a new map, the mind body spirit
connection.  I ditched the 8-5 with no real plan other than I wanted to help others with their healing and work for
myself.  Truth be told I was not prepared to step into entrepreneurship, but I did it anyway!  

While I learned a lot of things the hard way, I wouldn't change a thing.  For the last 6 years I've been working with
doTERRA, teaching yoga and practicing massage.  The result of unconscious low self-worth I experienced divorce,
spiritual, emotional and energetic bankruptcy. I have been breathing life back into my Spirit, work, and energy
ever since!   

I grossly underestimated the role of energetics, emotions and core wounds in the progression of business and
life success.  Especially when in the business of healing! 

It all caught up with me and I took a year off from massage and accepted a sales position for a staffing company
for a year.  Got real with my finances, consolidated my debt, and have been rekindling my relationship with
money, healing my inner child wounds and redefining my concept of success.   I quickly returned to what I love
most, helping others reconnect with themselves through the power of healthy touch.  

When COVID hit I knew there was a need to shift. AND THIS IS HOW I PIVOT.  I AM ANSWERING A DEEPER
CALL TO SERVE IN A NEW WAY.   I WANT TO HELP YOU SEE THE POSSIBILITIES FOR YOUR LIFE TOO! 

I now lead a global team of customers and teachers that spans 34 states and 11 international markets with
doTERRA, have completed a coaching certification with the Emotions Mentor and want to help others recalibrate
to a vibration of abundance, greater impact and income by sharing what I've learned along the way.  I have closed
my massage practice and am here to help other wellness entrepreneurs navigate these changing tides of our time
with grace, ease and self-understanding.  

We are not meant to merely survive, we are here to THRIVE.  If we want to be effective in our work and our
relationships we must commit to the inner work that leads to outer success.  And with the state of the world
today, keeping ourselves steady and receptive and sharing our light with the world is of utmost importance!   
It's time to RISE AND THRIVE.  And do it WELL!   XO



 

Studentship: 

BS Geography Georgia Southern University 2001
600 - Hour Therapeutic Massage Certification Savannah School of Massage Therapy 2006
200 - Hour Yoga Teacher Training Savannah Yoga Center 2013
10 - Week Thai Yoga Massage Certification;Thailand & Bali via Integral Touch Institute 2014
200 - Hour Forrest Yoga Foundation Teacher Training Peterborough, UK 2014
9 - Month Mentorship and Study with Forrest Yoga Guardian Erica Mather, NYC 2015
100 - Hour Yoga Bodywork Training with Brian Campbell & Jambo Truong Asheville NC 2016
100 - Hour Yoga Bodwork Training w/ Brian & Jambo Newcastle, UK 2016
Emerge Sales Training 2016
Success with Benefits w/ Success Coach Shannon James Savannah, GA 2016
AromaTouch Clinical Protocol of Essential Oils Certified Atlanta GA 2016
Yin Yoga Training w/ Shala Worsley Asheville NC 2016
Biodynamic Cranial Sacral Touch w/ Giorgia Milne Hilton Head SC 
Diamond Club Top 50 Finisher w/ doTERRA 2017
Soul School w/ Alexi Panos 2017
Spirt Junkie Masterclass w/ Gabby Bernstein 2018
Simplify w/ Elena Brower 2020
Drive Performance Coaching Grad w/ Jenna Larson 2020 
Certified Essential Oils Specialist w/ doTERRA 2020
Emotions Mentor Coaching Certification w/ Rebecca Hintze 2021
Healing the Ancestral Wounds Aromapoint Therapy w/ Tiffany Carole 2021
Yoga Business Ascension w/ Seana Barbes 2021
Essential Mentorship Student with Elena Brower (Present)

Philanthropy:
Heads Up Guidance Services Mental Health Non-Profit, Savannah, GA
Board of Directors/Chair of the Development Committee



Spiritually minded and heart centered:
 

Yoga Teachers
Network Marketers (in natural health field)

Healing Artists
Massage Therapists

Coaches
Entrepreneurs 

Creatives
Professionals

 
That are ready to expand into their true potential

to create next level transformation for
themselves and their clients/customers.

 
 They are coachable and ready to do the inner

work that leads to outer success.
 

 They are ready to step into the next level
leadership and mastery in their own lives to

cultivate a CLEAR, SIMPLE, GROUNDED and
IMPACTFUL PRESENCE & LEGACY.  

Individuals stuck in victim mentality or those
unwilling to take an honest look at their own BS

(Belief Systems)
 

Clients with mental health issues that are better
suited for licensed therapists or counselors.  

 
Those who want to stay in their comfort zone

 

Who I don't work withWho I work with



I weave a unique tapestry of knowledge and experience spanning a substantial number of subjects, over many years of practice and
study with a variety of masters from around the world.  

 
I am a bridge builder. 

I know how to connect dots and how to get you from point A to point B. 
(I built complex mapping systems for 13 years after all.  Those skills transcend into coaching, yoga, bodywork and business.) 

 
I know firsthand being in business for yourself can be hard. I've made PLENTY of "mistakes" so you don't have to. 

I know how to help you simplify your rhythm and flow.  
 

I love developing human potential and progress. 
I have developed rock solid belief and trust in myself and will craft you a customized roadmap to do the same. 
I will help you recognize and cultivate your potential and find ways to help you build on your unique strengths. 

Nothing motivates me more than seeing the growth and success in others.
I SEE the body, mind and spirit as parts of a greater whole and will help you learn to see that for yourself too.

 
I am truly excited to spend time with you and help you lift, traverse and lighten emotional environments. 

 
 I am 100% results-driven (Belief + Action = Results)  - you get lifetime access to the all of the educational modules. 

I’ll support you with LIVE coaching 1x per week, as well as support via chat. 
 

I’ll equip you with aligned mind body spirit practices, emotions mentor coaching, business strategies, sales/money mindset
teachings as applicable to support you in reaching your goals.  

 
 I know that anything you want to achieve or receive is already yours and I will help you realize that truth.   

 

why am i different?



SET YOURSELF FREE WITH MY PROVEN THRIVE METHODOLOGY

The program is broken down into 6 milestones 
each 2 weeks in duration aka the THRIVE Methodology. 

Milestone 1:  Time to Get Clear 
Do you ever feel as if you don't have a true destination in mind?  Or perhaps your multi-passions are
pulling you in a million different directions.  Inside Milestone 1, we get crystal clear on where you are
meant to go through a customized approach on combining your values, goals, vision, emotions and
energy. 

Milestone 2:  Heal Core Wounds
Want to know the secret that holds so many back from transforming their dream into reality?  It comes
down to emotions!  By far the most transformative experience we'll go on together is here in Milestone 2,
working through your subconscious programming (what keeps you limited)  and awakening your
emotional intelligence (your higest self).  Can you feel the shift already?   

Abundance Academy Milestones 



Milestone 3: Recalibrate your Energy 
Wouldn't you like to feel more focused and in tune with the messages of your body, mind and spirit? In
Milestone 3 we tune into your energetic anatomy and re-connect with the nature of the Self. Expect to
tap into your innate gifts and learn how to operate from your strengths. Prepare to learn some sho 'nuff
magic here. 

Milestone 4: Ignite your Passion & Purpose
Are you connecting to your joy and essence, daily? Or has the way you have been living blocking your from
your creative flow and fire?  In Milestone 4 we will continue peeling back the external and internal layers to
get deeper into why you are here.  You will discover and develop the traits to ingrain into your lifestyle and
energy so you can carry more passion, joy and adventure with you as you step fully into your purpose.  

Milestone 5: Value Yourself
Have you ever tied your self-worth to your productivity or success?  Or ever wrestled with the dreaded
imposter monster and voice of the inner critic?  Are you truly charging for the transformation your
services and gifts provide?  Together we will work through confronting these patterns, softening the soil in
which they are planted and pull  any remaining weeds out by the roots. Here we continue to refine your
success + money mindset and continue activating the energy of abundance.  It is a whole vibe and YOU
ARE WORTH IT!  

Abundance Academy Milestones 



Your very own weekly Customized Success Tracker 
1:1 weekly coaching calls for 12 total weeks (1 hour each)
Direct messaging support with me Monday - Friday 8-5 EST
Additional custom training as applicable to your specific goals. 

Milestone 6: Elevate Your Impact
What will your legacy be? True success is beyond achievements. It is all about making a difference. How
can you contribute to a better world? Empowering and stepping into leading and touching hearts in big
ways requires you to RISE into next level leadership in your own life first. By this point you are already
in the flow of being the energy of the next level you.  We'll look deeper at system optimization in key
areas of your life and the process of leadership development. The impact you have on others is less
about what you do and more about the natural effects of who you are.   We will make sure you are set
up for success moving forward! 

Each module will contain 2 weeks of education, coaching and inspired action steps.

ACCOUNTABILITY & SUPPORT throughout the program includes: 

Abundance Academy Milestones 



Emily weaves aromatherapy, massage and yoga
into a thread of light that draws you out from

whatever darkness or unease you find yourself in.
Steeped in knowledge of the healing arts, and with
a rare depth of compassion, Emily radiates beauty;

time spent with her feels like time gained.
  Murray G. Forrest Certified Yoga Teacher

Click here
 for Testimonal from Teacher and

studio owner Kendall Beene 

Click here
 for TestimonIal from

Kam O'NEAL PRODUCTIONS

RESULTS + TESTIMONIALS

Click here
 for Testimonal from YOGA

THERAPIST SHERIDAN RUTH

https://youtu.be/huEg9cVJd3E
https://youtu.be/huEg9cVJd3E
https://youtu.be/huEg9cVJd3E
https://youtu.be/huEg9cVJd3E
https://youtu.be/jU-yBzE052k
https://youtu.be/jU-yBzE052k
https://youtu.be/jU-yBzE052k
https://youtu.be/jU-yBzE052k
https://youtu.be/4d5db8QmslE
https://youtu.be/4d5db8QmslE
https://youtu.be/4d5db8QmslE


The Rising Wellpreneur Abundance Academy
 

A 90-day mentorship/coaching program designed to help you expand into deeper clarity 
and abundance through identifying goals and developing practical action plans and inner work to achieve them.  

 
True internal freedom and (whatever success means to you) is the goal. 

The program is broken down into 6 milestones aka the THRIVE methodology. 
 

Milestone 1: Time to Get Clear 
Milestone 2: Healing Core Wounds

Milestone 3: Recalibrate your Relationship to Self/Energy Fluency 
Milestone 4: Ignite your Passion & Purpose

Milestone 5: Value Yourself
Milestone 6: Elevate Your Impact

 
Each module will contain 2 weeks of education, coaching and personalized action steps.

 
ACCOUNTABILITY & SUPPORT throughout the program includes: 

 
-- Your very own weekly Customized Success Tracker 

-- 1:1 weekly coaching calls for 12 total weeks (1 hour each)
-- Direct messaging support with me Monday - Friday 8-5

--Additional custom trainings as applicable to specific goals.
 



 

Want to work together?
Click the button below to fill out the application to join 

The Rising Wellpreneur Abuncance Academy. 
 

In the application, I’ll get to know you, 
ask some questions about your goals and we'll book a call to see if it’s the right fit. 

At the end of our call, 1 of 2 things will happen: 
You’ll either be a perfect fit, 

and I will extend an invitation to work with me as one of my clients... 
Or, if it's not a good fit, that’s totally okay too. 

There won’t be any hard feelings and NO obligations on your part — 
I will suggest something else you can do to achieve your goals, and point you in the right direction. 

 

Let’s do this! 
 
 

Shoot me a message once you fill out the app and I'll send you a calendar link! emilyannpolonus@gmail.com
 

Can't wait to chat!  xo 

https://forms.gle/Rb2SjehTfvDSAsN97
https://forms.gle/Rb2SjehTfvDSAsN97

